Abstract. Killer apps are highly transformative technologies that create new markets and widespread patterns of behaviour. Information Technology generally, and the Web in particular, has benefited from killer apps to create new networks of users and increase its value. The Semantic Web community on the other hand is still awaiting a killer app that proves the superiority of its technologies. There are certain features that distinguishes killer apps from other ordinary applications. This chapter examines those features in the context of the Semantic Web, in the hope that a better understanding of the characteristics of killer apps might encourage their consideration when developing Semantic Web applications.
Introduction
The Semantic Web (SW) is gaining momentum, as more researchers gravitate towards it, more of its technologies are being used, and as more standards emerge and are accepted. There are various visions of where the technology might go, what tasks it might help with, and how information should be structured and stored for maximum applicability [3] [30] [39] [7] . What is certainly clear is that no-one who wishes seriously to address the problems of knowledge management in the twenty-first century can ignore the SW.
In many respects, the growth of the SW mirrors the growth of the World Wide Web (WWW) in its early stages, as the manifest advantages of its expressivity became clear to academic users. However, once the original phase of academically-led growth of the WWW was over, to the surprise of many commentators, the web began its exponential growth, and its integration with many aspects of ordinary life. Technologies emerged to enable users to, for example, transfer funds securely from a credit card to a vendors account, download large files with real time video or audio, or find arbitrary websites on the basis of their content.
It is important to note that the growth of the WWW had three separate but linked components, which led to three distinct sets of incentives. In the first place, there were quick wins from putting documents on the Web. Prior to the WWW there was a culture of privacy about documents, and the proselytisers of the Web had to convince a lot of people that documents should be published and made available to all. This was perceived as a risk by document owners, and involved breaking down preconceptions about ownership, privacy, confidentiality and commercial advantage. To do this, when a person or an organisation posted documents, there had to be immediate and tangible gains from the individual act of publication -an increase in one's social circle, an expansion of business, or a wider set of business opportunities. Without such immediate and individual gains, independent of any future network effects, fewer documents would have appeared on the Web.
Secondly, however, those network effects also had to come into play. Because network effects are part of the context, and largely independent of individual decisions, they can sometimes be overlooked. But the creation of large business markets online happened because more and more people started an online existence. The evolution of social networks or multiplayer game scenarios depends on the critical mass of people spending a certain amount of time indoors next to the computer. But the network effects really do kick in, and an online presence for a business or a person is now so much more rewarding both financially and socially because so much of so many lives take place online. In extremis the failure to engage with the WWW can now mean the serious loss of business.
Thirdly, the tools had to be available for the WWW to take off. If creating html pages was at all difficult, involving steep learning curves, flaky or expensive software, and advanced design skills, then the WWW could not have integrated so easily with the rest of the environment. And if publishing documents online led to a backward step in information processing -if the documents, by being published, were somehow removed from an organisation's standard information management practices -then such an organisation might end up worse off than before, which would have strangled the global Web at birth, and it would have remained an academic tool. For instance, an organisation's practice in posting documents on the WWW might well compromise its version management control; one could imagine a situation that a draft document, posted on the Web, might be edited by two different people in parallel, and then two incompatible versions would circulate in parallel. The right tools, and the right management practices, needed to be in place in advance, to prevent such hiccups occurring; certainly not all of the potential pitfalls of posting pages would be easily predictable in advance.
The SW aims to do for data what the WWW did for documents. Most realistic visions of the future of a successful SW include a version of the WWW's exponential growth. The SW infrastructure should be put in place to enable such growth. With a clean, scalable and unconstraining infrastructure, it should be possible for users to undertake all those tasks that seem to be required for the SW to follow the WWW into the stratosphere, such as publishing their RDF, converting legacy content, annotating, writing ontologies, etc. There must be immediate gains, network effects, and the tools and management practices to prevent backward movement. Without this, the culture of privacy and data protection which now surrounds the storage of data will prevent the SW taking off. This culture needs to be adapted to the new technologies without compromising the important aspects of privacy [7] .
However, that something is possible does not entail that it is inevitable. So the question arises of how developers and users might be persuaded to come to the SW. This type of growth of a network has often been observed in the business literature. Many technologies depend for their usability on a large number of fellow users; in this context Metcalfes Law [21] states that the utility of a network is proportional to the square of the number of users.
Technologies which have this effect are called killer apps. Exactly what is a killer app is to a large extent in the eye of the beholder; in the WWW context, killer apps might include the Mosaic browser, Amazon, Google, eBay or Hotmail. Hotmail attracted over 30 million members in less than three years after its 1996 launch; eBay went from nothing to generating 20% of all person-person package deliveries in the US in less than 2 years. Of course, the WWW was a useful enough technology to make its own way in the world, but without the killer apps it might not have broken out of the academic/nerdy ghetto. By extension, it is a hope of the SW community that the SW might take off on the back of a killer app of its own.
The dramatic development of the WWW brought with it a lot of interest from the business community, and the phenomenon of killer apps has come under much scrutiny [16] [27] . Attempts have been made to observe the spread of killer apps, and to generalise from such observations; the tight development cycles of WWW technology have helped such observations.
In this chapter, our aim is to consider the potential for development of the SW in the light of the killer app literature from the business community. Of course, it is impossible to forecast where the killer app for the SW will come from. But examination of the literature might provide some pointers as to what properties such an application might have, and what types of behaviour it might need to encourage.
Killer Apps and the Semantic Web
Killer apps emerge in the intersection between technology, society and business. They are technological in the broad sense of being artificial solutions to perceived problems, or artificial methods to exploit perceived opportunities (which is not to say that they need to have been developed specifically with such problems or opportunities in mind). Mere innovation is not enough. Indeed, a killer app need not be at the cutting edge of technological development at all. The killer app must meet a need, and be usable in some context, such as work or leisure or commerce. It must open up some kind of opportunity to bring together a critical mass of users.
To do this, killer apps have a number of features which have been catalogued by commentators. In this section, we will examine and reinterpret such features in the context of the SW. We reiterate that these features may not all be necessary, and they certainly are not sufficient; however they can act as an interesting framework to our thought on this topic.
The main point, of course, about a killer app is that it enables a superior level of service to be provided. And equally clearly, the SW provides an important opportunity to do this, as has been argued from the beginning [3] . There are obvious opportunities for any knowledge-based task or enterprise to improve its performance once knowledge sources are integrated and more intelligent information processing is automated.
The bottom line: Cost vs Benefit
However, merely providing the opportunity is not enough. Cost-benefit analysis is essential [16] . There are several aspects to costs. Obviously, there are financial costs; will people have to pay for the killer apps on the SW? Maybe not; there are many examples of totally free Internet applications, such as Web browsers, search engines, and chat messengers. Such applications often generate large revenues through online advertising. According to the Interactive Advertising Bureau UK 1 and PriceWaterHouseCoopers 2 , the market size of online advertising in the UK for 2004 was £653.3m, growing more than 60% in one year. Free products may be very important in this context [27] , and indeed killer apps are often cheaper than comparable alternative products [11] .
But such costs are not the only ones incurred. There are also important resource issues raised by any plan to embrace the SW.
Conversion cost:
As well as investing in technologies of certain kinds, organisations and people will have to convert much of their legacy data, and structure newlyacquired data, in particular ways. This immediately requires resources to support the development of ontologies, the formatting of data in RDF, the annotation of legacy data, etc., not to mention potential costs of exposing data in RDF to the wider world (particularly where market structures reward secrecy). Furthermore, the costs of developing smart formalisms that are representationally adequate (the fun bit) are dwarfed by the population of informational structures with sufficient knowledge of enough depth to provide utility in a real-world application [18] . Note also that such a process will require ascent of some very steep learning curves.
Much of the legacy data will be sitting around in relational databases, and this very large quantity of relational data is a major target of the SW initiative [7] . The mappings from relational data to RDF are fairly straightforward, and so the hope is that these conversions can lead to quick wins, particularly when an organisation has a lot of data distributed across its various divisions. However, the danger here -an important potential cost -is that an organisation takes data out of its usual information management streams. Seduced by the vision of the SW, it puts all its RDF in one place and sends it out into the world, without the tools to deal with it. Even though the older tools and structures were not perfect, they will of course have provided useful service, and a firm which takes its data out of its old-fashioned environment can find itself subtracting value from the data, not adding it. Joining the SW community without the proper information management regime in place is a recipe for disappointment and disillusion.
Maintenance cost: In a very dynamic domain, it may be that ontologies have to be updated rapidly [28] [9] . The properties of ontologies are not as well-understood as they might be; areas such as mapping ontologies onto others, merging ontologies and updating ontologies are the focus of major research efforts. It is currently unknown as to how much such maintenance effort would cost over time.
Organisational restructuring costs: Information processing is integrated into an organisation in subtle ways, and organisations often subconsciously structure them-selves around their information processing models [17] , a fact implicitly accepted by the knowledge engineering community [36] . Surveys of organisations, for example, reveal that ontologies are used in relatively primitive ways; indeed, in the corporate context, the term 'ontology' is a generic, rarely defined catch-all term. Some are no more than strict hierarchies, some are more complex structures allowing loops and multiple instantiations, still others are in effect (sometimes multilingual) corporate vocabularies, while others are complex structures holding metadata [31] . Whatever their level of sophistication, corporate ontologies, support the systematisation of large quantities of knowledge, far from the traditional AI view of their being highly detailed specifications of well-ordered domains. Ontologies may refer to an internal view of the organisation (marketing, R&D, human resources, etc) or an external one (types of supplier and supplies, product types, etc). A recent survey showed that only a relatively small number (under a quarter) of corporate ontologies were derived from industry standards. The big issue for many firms is not representational adequacy but rather the mechanics of integration with existing systems [18] .
With a complex organisation, working in a dynamic environment, it may appear a daunting task to develop an ontology to cover it. However, ontologies can be fairly lightweight, and their main aim is to facilitate communication and translation, not to produce a philosophically accurate model of the world. A series of small, overlapping ontologies, with ad hoc translators between them, will allow SW technologies to add value to data without too large an immediate cost. For instance, an application to fill in one's tax return will use data from one's bank about one's bank account. That data will be represented against the background of the bank's ontology, but the tax application need not commit to the whole of the bank's ontology, nor even translate all the concepts therein. It will suffice to translate the few concepts relevant to the problem where the two ontologies overlap. And this, in such technology, is what happens.
Tim Berners-Lee has argued, informally, that worries about ontology development are overblown. As the context of use and maintenance grows, and the number of users increases, the committees required to develop and maintain ontologies do not grow as quickly. The effort of developing large ontologies is obviously greater than the effort of developing smaller ones, but the effort per user will decrease. As long as ontology builders do not over-elaborate, it should be cost-effective for most organisations to devote resources to ontologies [6] [7] .
Transaction costs: On the other hand, it is also true that if the SW does alter information gathering and processing costs, then the result will inevitably be some alteration of firms' management structures. The result will be leaner firms with fewer management layers, and possibly different ways of processing, storing and maintaining information. Such firms may provide opportunities for new SW technologies to exploit, and a gap in the market from which a killer app may emerge.
It has long been argued that the size and structure of firms cannot be explained simply by the price mechanism in open competitive markets [13] . The allocation of resources is made using two mechanisms -first (between firms and consumers) by distributed markets and coordinated by price, but also (within firms) by the use of authority within a hierarchy (i.e. people get ordered to do things). The question then is how this relates to a firm's structure -when a firm needs some service, does it procure it from outside and pay a market price, or does it get it done in-house, using workers under some contractual obligation, and why?
It is generally thought that such organisational questions are determined by the transaction costs within a firm [45] [46] , in other words, the costs of actually making a transaction, costs such as information processing and acquisition (for example, the costs of researching the market to find the best price), information asymmetries (outside firms know more about the nature of their product than purchasers of those products), uncertainty, incomplete contracting and so on. The promise of the SW is that many of the information gathering costs will be ameliorated, and at least some of the asymmetries will be evened up. The general result of this is likely to be a continuation of trends that we have seen in economies since the widespread introduction of IT, which is the removal of middle management ("downsizing"), and the outsourcing of many functions to independent suppliers. In the SW context, of course, many of those independent suppliers could well be automatic agents, or providers of web services. If the SW contains enough information about a market, then we might well expect to see quite transformative conditions, and several market opportunities. The killer app for the business aspects of the SW may well be something that replaces the coordinative function of middle management.
But we should add a caveat here: the marginal costs of information gathering will be ameliorated, but equally there will, as noted above, be possibly hefty sunk costs up front, as firms buy or develop ontologies, convert legacy data to RDF, lose trade secrets as they publish material, and so on. These initial costs may prove an extensive barrier to change.
Reducing costs:
Here we see the importance of the increase in size of the user base. For example, the costs of developing and maintaining ontologies are high, but can be shared. Lightweight ontologies are likely to become more important [40] ; not only are they cheaper to build and maintain, but they are more likely to be available off the shelf [31] . Furthermore, they are more likely to be easily understandable, mappable, maintainable, etc. The development of such lightweight multi-purpose ontologies will be promoted as the market for them gets bigger.
Similar points can be made about ontology development tools. Better tools to search for, build or adapt ontologies will spur their use or reuse, and again such tools will appear with the demand for them. And in such an environment, once an ontology has been developed the sunk costs can be offset by licensing the use of that ontology by other organisations working in that domain (if, that is, the value of retaining the ontology as a trade secret does not exceed the potential licensing income). The costs, in such a networked environment, will come down for everybody too over the period of use; if a single firm took on the costs of developing an ontology for a domain (and licensed that ontology to its competitors, thereby avoiding the reduplication of effort over the marketplace as a whole), that firm could also take on, individually, the maintenance costs. Organisations that specialised in ontology maintenance and training for users could spring up, given sufficient demand for their services.
Increasing Benefit: Similarly to data restructuring; there has to be some discernible benefit for organisations putting their data in RDF, and these benefits will become more apparent the more published data in RDF there is. So the issue here, which a killer app might help with, is that there seems to be little or no advantage for an individual firm in moving first. A firm that publishes its data in RDF early incurs costs early and takes a risk, but gets little benefit; if it removes its data from its traditional information management stream, it might even reduce the value of that data. A firm that publishes RDF late incurs the costs later, take on little risk and gets more benefits. Nevertheless, being first in a new market is a distinct advantage [16] [11], but late entrants can also succeed if they outperform existing services [19] (e.g. Google). So there is a Prisoners Dilemma to be sorted out.
Berners-Lee argues that the killer app for the SW is the integration [4] . Once distributed data sources are integrated, the sky becomes the limit. This of course could be true, but it will be hard to convince data providers to publish in RDF and join the SW movement without concrete examples of how they could benefit from doing so. This is probably supported by Berners-Lee suggestion that we need to "Justify on short/medium term gain, not network effect" [5] . The network effect is a long-term goal, and to achieve this goal we need to show short-term gains. Integration alone might not be seen as a gain on its own, especially when considering costs and privacy issues. On the other hand, one target application area for the SW is in adding value to the large amount of relational data sitting around in isolation in databases across organisations or sectors. Being able to manipulate data from heterogeneous sources, in effect crossreferencing data from different databases and being able to infer information about objects represented in different ways (or even to determine when what are apparently two objects are identical), are very powerful capacities.
In a survey for business use cases for the SW, researchers of the EU KnowledgeWeb 3 emphasised the importance of proper targeting for SW tasks [33] to avoid applying SW technologies to where they do not offer any clear benefit, which may discourage industry-wide adoption. The survey concluded that the areas which seem to benefit more from this sort of technology are data integration and semantic search. It was argued that these areas could be accommodated with technologies for knowledge extraction, ontology mapping and ontology development. Similarly, Uschold and Gruninger [40] argue that ontologies are useful for better information access, knowledge reuse, semantic-search, and interoperability. They also list a number of assumptions to be made to progress towards a fully automated semantic integration of independent data sources. Fensel et al [20] describe the beneficial role of ontologies in general knowledge management and eCommerce applications. They also list a number of obstacles that need to be overcome to achieve those benefits, such as scalable ontology mapping, instantiation, and version control. Other obstacles, such as trust, agent co-ordination, referential integrity, and robust reasoning have also been discussed [26] .
Leveraging Metcalfes Law
The relevance of Metcalfes Law, that the utility of a network is proportional to the square of the number of its members [21] , is clear in the context of this examination of the nature of the costs; it is often cited in other contexts as an explanatory variable for killer apps [16] [27] [19] . There are two stages to the process of growing a network; first get the networks growth accelerating, and second preserve the network once it is in place, in order to create a community of practice. The economics of network effects show that a network of users of some technology or other good has three equilibrium positions. The first is where the number of users is zero. The second is a point where the network is satiated. Any further growth of the network will merely drag in users whose use of it is marginal, while any diminution will be felt as a loss of opportunity by the defecting network members. These are stable equilibria. But between these points is an unstable equilibrium, where users and costs, demand and supply, are balanced. However an increase in the size of the network, even a small one, will increase the benefits to users dramatically and bring new users in, while a diminution in the size of the network, even a small one, will decrease the benefits to network members dramatically and drive existing users away. It is essential for any network to get beyond the unstable equilibrium in the middle, to promote growth [41] .
Communities of practice:
A community of practice [43] is a group of people sharing some work-or leisure-related practice; they need not all belong to the same organisation, but they do need some congruence of role. The community of practice that springs up around such a practice acts as a kind of support network for practitioners. It provides a language (or informal ontology) for people to communicate with, a corporate memory, and a means of spreading best practice. Such informal communities are self-selecting.
This self-selection, and informality, makes a community very hard to develop, because the community is a second-order development. So, we might take the example of Friend of a Friend (FOAF) 4 . FOAF is a basic ontology that allows a user to express simple personal information (email, address, name, etc) as well as information about people they know. Many SW enthusiasts considered FOAF to be cool and fun and started publishing their FOAF ontologies. Currently there are millions of FOAF RDF triples scattered over the Web, perhaps far more than any other type of SW annotations. 9 , to name just a few. However, FOAF has simply become a more convenient format for representing, publishing, and sharing this sort of information. Even though none of the applications above are entirely based on FOAF, some of them have already begun reading and exporting their data in FOAF format. FOAF is certainly helping spread RDF, albeit in a way limited to part of the SW community, and could therefore be regarded as a facilitator or a medium for possible killer apps that could make use of available FOAF files and provide some useful service.
Social
Sustaining Network Growth: However, one interesting obstacle in the way of FOAF creating the nexus of users that will launch the SW is that a network is generally self-selecting and second order. A network is a network for something. There is absolutely nothing wrong with the FOAF method of providing a format for describing oneself. One obvious benefit of FOAF is that, as a pretty simple and flat ontology, it provides a relatively painless way of ascending the learning curve for non-users of SW technology. However, to sustain the network growth, there will still need for something underlying such networks, some practice, shared goal, or other practical purpose. Furthermore, it is also important to ascertain the invariants of the community or network experience, and ensure that the technologies and practices that produce growth preserve those invariants [7] .
It may well be that a potentially more fruitful approach would be to support existing communities and try to expand SW use within them, so that little Semantic Webs emerge from them, as SW technologies and techniques reach saturation point within them [26] . And because communities of practice overlap, and converge on various boundary objects and other linking practices and artefacts [43] , it may be that SW practice might spread beyond these islands of best SW practice. There are many obvious aids to such a development strategy; for instance, good-quality ontologies could be hand-crafted for particular domains. But also, it turns out that a number of the best SW tools at the moment also support this "filling out" technique. For instance CS AKTive Space [37] specifically enables people to find out about the state of the discipline of computer science in the UK context a limited but useful domain. Flink [32] generates FOAF networks for SW researchers. Open systems and social aspects: One other useful aspect of Flink is that it integrates FOAF profiles with ordinary HTML pages, and therefore sets up an explicit link between the SW and the WWW. Direct interaction with other existing systems increases the value of a system by acquiring additional value from those systems [27] . One good example is Protégé; an ontology editor from Stanford [34] . By being open source and extendable, Protégé allowed many existing systems and tools to be linked or integrated with it, thus increasing its use and value. For this reason, and for being free, Protégé has quickly become one of the most popular ontology editing tools available today.
This openness is of course built into the very conception of the SW; the integration of large quantities of data, and the possibility of inference across them, is where much of the power stems from. As with the WWW, this does require a major programme of voluntary publication; for example, the possibility of e-commerce, and of the use of the WWW as a marketplace or as a version of the High Street stems from being able simply and conveniently to compare prices across retailers. The SW would add value (or reduce information processing costs) still more by allowing agents to do the same thing and more [25] .
And as with the WWW, if this process takes off, then more and more vendors would have to publish their data in RDF, even if they are initially reluctant. The argument in favour of such coercion is that everyone benefits eventually, and that early movers (those who make data such as price lists or stock lists available) not only gain, but force laggards to follow suit.
Privacy and Trust:
However, transparency and the removal of restrictions to publication are not undiluted goods. It may be that certain pieces of information benefit some organisations only as long as they withhold them from public view (trade secrets). Or that issues such as privacy and anonymity will rear their heads here. Or even that differing intellectual property regimes and practices will lead to competitive advantage being lost in some economies.
In particular, integrating large quantities of information across the Internet and reasoning across them raises potential problems from a number of directions [7] . Firstly, it is the integration of information that threatens to allow harmful inference; information is quite often only harmful when seen in the right (or, rather, wrong) context. The increasing numbers of mashups are potentially very dangerous here, as there is no ownership or chain of responsibility for information and its use. And the SW is the tool par excellence for putting previously harmless data in sensitive contexts. And secondly, publication of information (for instance, FOAF information) in a friendly and local context can quickly get out of ones control. There have been many warnings already about the placing of information on personal yet public spaces such as MySpace; there is anecdotal evidence that interviewees are being Googled to discover aspects of their private lives, to supplement the information about their public faces as presented on their CVs. Again, the SW is an important technology in this context.
It is often argued that standard data protection legislation is adequate for the new online contexts, but that policing is the problem. As it stands, traditional restrictions on the gathering of information are becoming decreasingly relevant as information crosses borders so easily; more plausible is policing restrictions on how information can be used once collected. The SW will require the development of formalisms that promote transparency of information use and accountability of information users. It should be possible to state one's preferences about the use of data in which one features (who, for example, can see the data, who can use it, and who can pass it on -and to whom). Sometimes it will be necessary to override privacy preferences (for example, for the purposes of criminal investigation). It should be possible to receive metadata about how one's data have been used. And if there is a problem, and one's policies have been transgressed, it should be possible to hold someone to account. These requirements demand both social institutions and technical innovation. Various initiatives of the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) address some aspects of these problems. The Platform for Privacy Preferences (P3P) allows different agents a common view of privacy preferences, and is aimed at enhancing user control of data by simplifying the expression of privacy preferences. However, P3P contains no enforcement methods if preferences are violated [15] . The Policy-Aware Web initiative tries to provide rule-based formalisms to express preferences and increase transparency and accountability in the open and distributed environment of the WWW; SW technology can be important here, by allowing rules and even proofs based on those rules to be exchanged between agents [42] .
Furthermore, formalising or externalising knowledge, for example in the creation of ontologies, can have a number of effects. First of all, knowledge that is codified can become more 'leaky', i.e. it is more likely to leave an organisation. Secondly, it will tend to reduce the competitive advantage, and therefore income, of certain experts. Thirdly, much depends on whether a consensus exists about the knowledge in the first place.
As [9] argues, in a complex world where politics renders certain ideas untenable, incomplete knowledge requires whole perspectives to be understood, expertise must be combined in the light of discussion and argument, and information must be interpreted on the fly, the consensual nature of ontologies (agreed conceptualisations of the world) can be unrealistic to insist on. The more lightweight the ontology, the easier it will be to adapt different viewpoints to it. Wilks argues [44] that there are strong links between formal ontologies and the natural language terms which they borrow, and as with natural languages, insisting on a formal and verifiable common understanding of shared vocabulary (or isomorphic structures in formal ontologies) is too strong a constraint. Ontologies have to be flexible enough to allow interaction to take place.
Such flexibility, which will promote ease of use and therefore also help foster a user community, does mean that certain issues, such as referential integrity, will need to be faced [8] , with some sufficiently lightweight methods for dealing with such problems of ambiguity as they arise.
Creativity and risk
Killer app development cannot follow from careful planning alone. As we have noted already, there is no algorithm for creating a killer app. They tend to emerge from simple and inventive ideas; they get much of their transformative power by destroying hitherto reliable income streams for established firms. Christensen [11] points out that most killer apps are developed by small teams and start-ups. Examples include Google, eBay, and Amazon, which were all created by few dedicated individuals. Giant industrial firms are normally reluctant to support risky projects, because they are generally the ones profiting from the very income streams that are at risk [16] .
However, even though most semantic web applications have so far been built in research labs and small groups and companies, there is clear interest expressed by the big players as well. So, for example, Hewlett Packard has produced Jena [10] , a Java library for building SW applications, and IBM has developed WebFountain [23] , a heavy platform for large scale analysis of textual web documents using natural language analysis and taxonomies for annotations. Adobe has perhaps gone further than many; Acrobat v5 now allows users to embed RDF metadata within their PDF documents and to add annotations from within Web browsers which can be stored and shared via document servers.
The SW provides a context for killer app development, a context based on the ability to integrate information from a wide variety of sources and interrogate it. This creates a number of aspects for the potential for killer apps. First of all, SW technologies might essentially be expected to enable the retrieval of data in a more efficient way that possible with the current WWW which is often seen as a large chaotic library. In such a world, the killer app might be some kind of retrieval technique to supplant Google, and therefore must do it without extra cost, without painful effort, and it should be the case that enough major players realise that Google is failing in some respect.
On the other hand, it may be that the SW might take off in an original and unpredictable direction. The clean infrastructure that the W3C ensures is in place could act as a platform for imaginative methods of collating and sifting through the giant quantities of information that is becoming available. This might result in a move away from the webpage paradigm, away from the distinction between content providers and consumers, as for example with efforts like CS AKTive Space [37] , or a move towards a giant, relatively uniform knowledge base (of the CYC variety) that could cope with all those complexities of context that foiled traditional AI approaches [2] . The ultimate vision of the SW that prevails should affect not only the standards developed for it [30] , but also where we might look for killer apps.
Personalisation
Personalisation has been a common thread in the development of killer apps. Customers tend to become more loyal to services they can customise to their liking [16] . Many of today's killer apps have some level of personalisation; Amazon for example makes recommendations based on what the customer buys or looks at; Auto Trader 10 and Rightmove 11 save customers' searches and notify them via emails when a new result to their query is available; personalised web services attract more customers (if done properly!) and provide better tailored services [19] .
Personalisation is often the key to providing the higher service quality than the opposition; the service itself need not be provided in any better ways, but the personalised aspect gives it the extra that is needed to see off the alternatives. Such a connection could be indirect; for example, an Amazon-style recommender system, linked with an advertising platform, could help find alternative revenue streams and therefore drive down the cost to the consumer. The appearance of consumer choice in particular has two effects. First of all, the consumer may actually do a lot of the work for the service provider him-or herself; for example, by negotiating a series of yes/no questions to an automated call centre, or by diligently scrolling through a set of FAQs, the consumer may well diagnose his/her own problems. And secondly, the consumers preferences get met so much more quickly [29] .
It goes without saying that personalisation is a hot topic on the SW, as well-annotated knowledge sources can be matched against RDF statements about individual consumers, to create recommendations or targeted products. Indeed, the individual need not even do this voluntarily; as more information becomes available, for example through the FOAF network, or other RDF from third parties, users can become very known quantities indeed (raising all the privacy concerns we have noted elsewhere). There may well be major advantages to be had in systems that can feed information discreetly into recommender systems [35] [14] .
Nevertheless, it is the personalisation aspect that has much potential for the SW, as long as the provision of enough information for the system to work interestingly is not too painful.
Semantic Web Applications
There have been few sustained attempts to try to promote SW applications. For instance, the important work of the W3C naturally is focused on the standards that will create the clean platform that is a necessary but sadly not sufficient condition for the SW to take off. But one of the most interesting and inspired is the series of Semantic Web challenges, which we will discuss briefly in the next section.
The Semantic Web Challenge
The annual International Semantic Web Challenge 12 (SWC), has been a deserved success, sparking interest and not a little excitement. It has also served to focus the community. Applications should illustrate the possibilities of the Semantic Web. The applications should integrate, combine, and deduce information from various sources to assist users in performing specific tasks. Of course, to the extent that it does focus the community, the SWC will naturally influence the development of the SW.
Submissions to the SWC have to meet a number of minimum requirements, viz:
-First, the information sources used • should be geographically distributed,
• should have diverse ownerships (i.e. there is no control of evolution)
• should be heterogeneous (syntactically, structurally, and semantically), and
• should contain real world data, i.e. are more than toy examples. -Second, it is required that all applications assume an open world, i.e. assume that the information is never complete. -Finally, the applications should use some formal description of the meaning of the data.
Secondly, there are desiderata that act as tiebreakers.
-The application uses data sources for other purposes or in another way than originally intended -Using the contents of multi-media documents -Accessibility in multiple languages -Accessibility via devices other than the PC -Other applications than pure information retrieval -Combination of static and dynamic knowledge (e.g. combination of static ontologies and dynamic work-flows) -The results should be as accurate as possible (e.g. use a ranking of results according to validity) -The application should be scalable (in terms of the amount of data used and in terms of distributed components working together)
In the light of our discussion above, these are interesting criteria. Many of them are straightforwardly aimed at ensuring that the characteristic possibilities of the SW are realised in the applications.
Semantic Web Challenge winners
Let us have a close look at the winners of the SWC over the past three years: CS AKTive Space (CAS), 2003 winner; Flink, 2004 winner; and ConFoto, 2005 winner. These applications were selected among 35 submissions over the past three years 13 and represent the best applications of Semantic Web applications in terms of SWC participant applications.
winner: CS AKTive Space (CAS)
In 2003, the first SWC took place, and a new style of exploring domain information by means of collecting and processing Semantic Web data won the first prize: CS AKTive Space (CAS) 14 . CAS is a smart browser interface for a Semantic Web application that provides ontologically motivated information about the UK computer science research community. The scenario used is based on a real-world community request: the desire for a funding council to be able to get a fast overview of the council's domain from multiple perspectives. This requires bringing together data from heterogeneous sources and constructing methods to present the possible relations in the data to a user quickly and effectively. CAS developers report that this scenario applies equally to any stakeholder of the domain. While a funding body may wish to know, for instance, how funding in an area is distributed geographically, a researcher may also wish to know who is working on which topic, where are they located, and who is in the community of practice for the top researchers in their area [22] .
CAS provides multiple ways to look at and discover simple information or rich relations within the Computer Science domain of the UK. It facilitates querying, exploring and organizing information in ways that are meaningful to the users: where one user or group may be interested in seeing the relationship between funding, research area and geographical region, another may be interested in who the top researchers are in AI and their addres data. With CAS, people can formulate and see at a glance rich results like these, without having to string together large, complex queries.
CAS explores a wide range of semantically heterogeneous and distributed content relating to Computer Science research in the UK. There are almost 2000 research active Computer Science faculty, there are 24,000 research projects represented, many thousands of papers, and hundreds of distinct research groups. These entities are described by a number of existing sources, such as institutional information systems (university web sites, research council databases), bibliographic services and other third party data sets (geographical gazetteers, UK Research Assessment Exercise submissions) [37] . This content is gathered on a continuous basis using a variety of methods including harvesting and scraping of publically available data from institutional web sites, bulk translation from existing databases, and direct submissions by partner organisations, as well as other models for content acquisition. CAS supports both regularly scheduled harvesting to identify and deal with changes to existing data sources, and on-demand harvesting in response to changing user requirements [12] or update notifications from component sources. The content is mediated through an OWL ontology 15 which was constructed for the application domain and which incorporates components from other published ontologies. The content currently comprises around twenty five million RDF triples, and CAS developers provide scalable storage and retrieval technologies and maintenance methods to support its management [24] . As a user interacts with the system, the interface generates queries (expressed in RDQL) which are evaluated by the triplestore server. The strength of CAS, "lies in the separation of users from the activity 'under the hood', which enables users to answer questions that they might not be able to phrase." [22] . CAS also uses the OntoCoPI service [1] to get information about an individual's community of practice. OntoCoPI performs a spreading activation search, with weights assigned to the relationships in the ontology, in order to determine the ranked list of people with whom an individual associates. For example, the notion of a community of practice is calculated from a given researcher's coauthors, the projects that they are involved with, the institutions with which they are affiliated and the topics in which they conduct research.
winner: Flink In 2004, the Flink system
16 won the SWC. Flink extracts, aggregates and visualizes online social networks [32] . It employs semantic technology for reasoning with personal information extracted from a number of electronic information sources including web pages, emails, publication archives and FOAF profiles. The acquired knowledge is used for the purposes of social network analysis and for generating a web-based presentation of the community. Flink is thus intended as a portal for anyone who is interested to learn about the work of the Semantic Web community, as represented by the profiles, emails, publications and statistics. The data collected by Flink can also be used for the purpose of social network analysis, in particular learning about the nature of power and innovativeness in scientific communities.
Flink is presented as a "who is who" of the Semantic Web by means of presenting professional work and social connectivity of Semantic Web researchers. Flink defines the community of Semantic Web researchers as those researchers who have submitted publications or held an organizing role at four international conferences related to the Semantic Web. That data set represents a community of 608 researchers from both academia and industry, covering much of the United States, Europe and to lesser degree Japan and Australia. Flink takes a network perspective on the Semantic Web community, which means that the navigation of the website is organized around the social network of researchers. Once the user has selected a starting point for the navigation, the system returns a summary page of the selected researcher, which includes profile information as well as links to other researchers that the given person might know. The immediate neighbourhood of the social network (the ego-network of the researcher) is also visualized in a graphical form. The profile information and the social network is based on the analysis of webpages, emails, and publications. The displayed profile information includes the name, email, homepage, image, affiliation and geographic location of the researcher, as well as interests, participation at Semantic Web related conferences, emails sent to public mailing lists and publications written on the topic of the Semantic Web. The full text of emails and publications can be accessed by following external links. At the time of the SWC contest, Flink contained information for about 5147 publications authored by members of the community and 8185 messages sent via five Semantic Web-related mailing lists.
The navigation from a profile can also proceed by clicking on the names of coauthors, addressees or others listed as known by this researcher. In this case, a separate page shows a summary of the relationship between the two researchers, in particular the evidence that the system has collected about the existence of this relationship. This includes the weight of the link, the physical distance, friends, interests and depictions in common as well as emails sent between the researchers and publications written together.
The information about the interests of researchers is also used to generate an ontology of the Semantic Web community. The concepts of this ontology are research topics, while the associations between the topics are based on the number of researchers who have an interest in the given pair of topics. An interesting feature of this ontology is that the associations created are specific to the community of researchers whose names are used in the experiment. This means that unlike similar lightweight ontologies created from a statistical analysis of generic web content, this ontology reflects the specific conceptualisations of the community that was used in the extraction process. Also, the ontology naturally evolves as the relationships between research topics changes 2005 winner: CONFOTO CONFOTO 17 won the 2005 SWC. CONFOTO is a browsing and annotation service for conference photos. It combines recent Web trends (tagbased categorization, interactive user interfaces, syndication) with the advantages of Semantic Web platforms (machine-understandable information, an extensible data model, the possibility to mix arbitrary RDF vocabularies). CONFOTO offers a variety of tools to annotate and browse pictures. Simple forms can be used to create multilingual titles, tags, or descriptions, while more advanced forms allow the relation of pictures to events, people, ratings, or copyright information. CONFOTO provides a tailored photo browser and gallery generator for pictures, and a generic RDF browser for other resource types. Although a central repository is used to store resource descriptions, it is not necessary to copy photo files to the server: The application supports uploaded pictures as well as pictures linked via a URL or described in external RDF/XML documents. RSS export functions facilitate photo sharing, and a SPARQL interface enables and encourages extended data re-use.
SWC and Killer Apps
Of particular interest to our work is the relation of the SWC criteria and the literature on killer apps. What the SWC is intended to uncover are new ways of exploiting information, particularly distributed information, and demonstrating the power of interrogation. In this respect, the challenge can only raise the profile of the SW, and help extend its community to more people and organisations. The SWC is an excellent vehicle for demonstrating where added value may come from. And as we have seen, increasing the size of the network will bring with it exponentially-increasing benefits. But the SWC looks unlikely to furnish us with a (prototype of a) killer app, because the criteria focus on interesting results, rather than on usability, superiority or the alteration of old habits. Some of the criteria are slightly double-edged. For example, it is essential that an application uses a formal description of the meaning of the data. This, of course, is a deliberate attempt to ensure that one of the most contentious aspects of the SW (one of the most commonly-cited causes of scepticism about the SWs prospects) is incorporated. That is, the use of ontologies to provide understanding of terms in knowledge from heterogeneous sources. However, the way the challenge is constructed means that what is bound to happen in many if not most applications is that the developers will create their system with a possibly very painstakingly constructed ontology in mind, rather than taking the more difficult option of employing a very lightweight system that could work with arbitrary ontologies. This is particularly true for 2003 and 2004 SWC winner applications whereas the 2005 winner relies less on a rich ontological substratum but the application does not make use of rich ontological terms. The situation is somewhat similar to the knowledge engineering Sisyphus challenges, where knowledge engineering methodologies were tested and compared by being applied to the same problem. However, as the methodologies were applied by their developers, the results were less than enlightening; a later attempt to try to measure how difficult methodologies were to use by non-specialists suffered from an unwillingness of most developers to discover this key fact about their methods [38] .
There is little here to create the genuine community (as opposed to a large network); to promote the idea that users have something of a responsibility not to free ride, and to publish RDF data. Neither is there much to promote personalisation within that community. There is little to protect privacy, little to reduce the pain of annotating legacy data or building ontologies, and, although the focus of the SWC is the results of information-processing, little to ensure that such processing can integrate into the organisational workflow. Surprisingly few of the traditional requirements, from a business perspective, appear in the SWC criteria. Figure 4 summarises how the SWC winners fit into some of the general features of killer apps that we discussed earlier. It is interesting to observe the similarity between the first two applications which both targeted the same domain and community. CSAktiveSpace however focused on gathering information about where researchers are located and what areas they research, with some social network analysis based on addresses, research areas, projects, as well as co-authorship relations. Flink on the other hand is mainly for social network analysis based almost entirely of co-authorship information. The third winner, Confoto, allows for user networks to be formed and hence, in theory, it has the potential of generating a network value. Having said that, Confoto currently stand hopeless against giant rivals that proved extremely popular in the general WWW community, such as Flickr, although the later is probably based on less advanced technology. Generally speaking, all three winners are specifically designed and built for a relatively small community (i.e. computer scientists or academics in general) which inherently restricts their number of potential beneficiaries and limits their potential spread.
None of this, let us hastily add, is intended as a criticism of the SWC, which has publicised the SW and drawn a lot of attention to the extra power that it can provide. Our point is merely that there is a lot more to finding a killer app than producing an application that does brilliant things.
Discussion
Killer apps must provide a higher service quality, and evolve (pretty quickly) into something perceived as indispensable, conferring benefits on their users without extra costs or steep learning curves. Individual users should coalesce into a community of practice, and their old habits should change in accordance with the new possibilities provided by the app. This is particularly important as the SW is likely to impose new costs on users in the short term, for example through having to annotate legacy content, develop ontologies, etc. As the SW is in a relatively early stage of development, it is not currently clear exactly what threats and opportunities it provides (and, of course, the future form of the SW will conversely depend on what applications for it are successful). There has been some speculation about how the SW will develop, and what extensions of the WWW will be appropriate or desirable. For instance, consider a recent attempt by Marshall and Shipman to understand potential development routes for the SW [30] , which sets out three distinct but related visions of the SW.
I SW technology could bring an order and consistent structure to the chaotic Web. So information access would be assisted by semantic metadata. This vision envisages that humans will continue to be the chief agents on the SW, but that information could now be represented and stored in ways to allow its use in situations far beyond those foreseen by its original authors. In other words, the SW will extend the existing Web, but exactly how is hard to predict. In order for potential SW Killer Apps to respond to this vision should, ideally, have the following properties in particular:
• They should help foster communities of users (that is, at some level, users should want to interact, and share experiences, with others). SW technology is expected to facilitate knowledge sharing and bringing more people together.
• Users should not feel submerged in a mass, but should retain their individuality with personalised products. With more machine readable information becoming available (eg FOAF), better personalisation should be feasible.
• Users should be able to bring as much of their legacy content up to date with relatively painless maintenance techniques. So, for example, applications should be able to leverage comparatively simple ontologies; ontology construction, merging and selection should be made easier, and we should be able to move away from handcrafting; annotation methods and interfaces have to be easy. In all these cases, the existence of a community of interested users will provide the initial impetus for the user to ascend the learning curve. II The Web will be turned, in effect, into a globally distributed knowledge base, allowing software agents to collect and reason with information and assist people with common tasks, such as planning holidays or organising diaries. This vision seems close to Berners-Lee et als SW grand vision [4] . In many ways it is the composition of the other visions, assuming machine processing and global representation of knowledge. It is also a vision that will require more from a potential Killer App:
• They should exploit integrated information systems to make inferences that could not be made before, or to bring sources of information (for example, data held in relational databases) together in the context of more powerful information processing tools. Showing added value is key to encourage businesses and content providers to participate in the SW.
• They should help remove the rather painful need to annotate, build ontologies, etc.
• The new application should fit relatively smoothly into current work or leisure experiences. Little change in habits is acceptable, assuming some returned benefit, but too much change is a problem! III The SW will be an infrastructure, made up of representation languages, communication protocols, access controls and authentication services, for coordinated sharing of knowledge across particular domain-oriented applications. Information is used largely for the original purposes of its author, but that much more machine processing will take place. If this vision prevails, then a prospective SW Killer app should pay special attention to the following:
• It should not compromise other important aspects of users lives, for instance by threatening privacy to a dangerous degree, either by making inappropriate surveillance possible, or by facilitating torts such as identity theft.
• Furthermore, if such a vision comes to pass, then the opportunities for killers apps are all the greater, in that any such standards-driven platform approach should make it possible for as many applications to flourish on top of it as possible. Whether such applications will ever be acknowledged as SW apps rather than general WWW applications is open to debate! These conditions for each vision of the SW are, of course, necessary yet not sufficient! Furthermore, all of the conditions apply, to some degree, to each of the three visions.
We have seen that killer apps appear when there are opportunities to make progress on costs, communities, creativity and personalisation. All new technologies begin with a handicap in these areas. They impose costs, of retooling, of learning curves and of business process rescheduling. There is always a chicken and egg problem with the development of a community of users the technology of necessity precedes the community. The risks of creative thought become clearer at the outset; the benefits only appear later. And the dialectic between personalisation and creating economies of scale often means that the latter are pursued long before the former. As an added handicap, it is often the case that the costs are borne disproportionately by early adopters. The opportunities of the SW are also therefore counterbalanced by the risks. We note that we cannot predict where new killers will come from. The transformations that such applications wreak make the future very different from the present. Hence we cant be concretely prescriptive. But the general requirements for killer apps that emerge from our review of the business/management literature suggest certain routes for development, in addition to sensible lists of characteristics such as the criteria for the SW challenges, or the conditions listed at the beginning of this section.
So it is probably uncontroversial to assume that any SW killers will have to provide (1) a service that is not possible or practical under more traditional technologies, (2) some clear benefit to developers, data providers, and end users with minimum extra costs, and (3) an application that becomes indispensable to a user-base much wider than the SW researchers community. But additionally, research should be focusing on four important areas. First of all, perhaps most important, the cost issue should be addressed. Either the potentially large costs of annotating, ontology development, etc, should be mitigated, or side-stepped by thinking of types of application that can work with minimal non-automatic annotation, low cognitive overhead, or ontologies that sacrifice expressivity for simplicity. Secondly, another way of improving the cost/benefit ratio is to increase benefits, in which case the fostering of user communities looks like a sensible way forward. This means that applications in real-world domains (preferably in areas where the Internet was already important, such as media/leisure or e-science) look more beneficial than generic approaches. Thirdly, creativity is important, so radical business models are more interesting than simply redoing what the WWW already does. And fourthly, personalisation needs to be addressed, which means that extended user models are required.
When we look at the three visions outlined by Marshall and Shipman, vision III appears to be the one most amenable to the development of killer apps, in that it envisages a platform upon which applications sit the form of such applications is left relatively open. In contrast, vision I, for example, does not see too much of a change for the WWW and the way it is used, and so there are fewer opportunities opening up as a result. Indeed, when we look at vision I, assuming that the SW does improve the navigation of the chaotic web, it might even be appropriate to say, not that there is a killer app for the SW, but rather that the SW is the killer app for the WWW. Whereas, with Marshall and Shipmans vision III, the vision is of a garden in which a thousand flowers bloom. Applications can be tailored to context; ontologies can remain as lightweight as possible, and data can be exploited as it is required. Publication of data can be tempered, thanks to privacy-enhancing tools, by supporting restrictions on its use. On this vision, it is the painstaking, pioneering and often tedious negotiations of standards that will be key; such standards need to support the right kind of research.
Conclusions
Killer apps are very difficult things to monitor. They are hard to describe, yet you know one when you see one. If you are finding difficulty persuading someone that something is a killer app, it probably is not! A lot depends on the bootstrapping problem for the SW -if the SW community is small then the chances of someone coming up with a use of SW technology that creates a genuinely new use for or way of producing information are correspondingly small. For it is finding the novelty that is half the battle. There is unlikely to be much mileage in simply reproducing the ability to do something that is already possible without the SW. Furthermore, it is likely that a killer app for the SW will exploit SW technology integrally; merely using RDF will not quite do the trick [39] . The willingness of the producers of already-existing killers to use SW technology, like Adobe, is encouraging, but again will not necessarily provide the killer app for the SW. The checklist of criteria for the SWC gives a good list of the essentials for a genuinely SW application. This is not simply a matter of terminology. The SW is more than likely to thrive in certain restricted domains where information processing is important and expensive. But the ambitions of its pioneers, rightly, go beyond that. For that to happen, killer apps need to happen. We hope we have given some indication, via our examination of the business literature, of where we should be looking.
